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georeferenced data: coordinates
 coordinates usually reflect a position on the surface of our planet 

◦ longitude, latitude 

 coordinates may reflect a position above/below the surface of our planet 

◦ longitude, latitude, altitude 

 coordinates may reflect measurement uncertainty 

◦ longitude, latitude, accuracy 

 no consensus on whether longitude or latitude should be listed first 



georeferenced data: coordinates
 coordinates are frequently also associated with a timestamp 

◦ photos, tweets, weather, etc. 



georeferenced data: coordinates
 coordinates can be reversed geocoded to a readable address or place 
name 

◦ 4.894650, 52.366410 = Pathé Tuschinski, Reguliersbreestraat 26-34, 1017 CN 
Amsterdam, Netherlands 



georeferenced data: boundaries
 boundaries are essentially formed by a sequence of coordinates 
that enclose an area 



georeferenced data: boundaries
 boundaries can have holes and consist of multiple disjoint areas, 
which requires a special treatment of how they are represented 



georeferenced data: geometries
 like with coordinates, there is no consensus on how to represent 
holes 

 depending on the data format, vertex ordering or polygon ordering 
determines whether a polygon represents an exterior or interior area 



georeferenced data: geometries
 different data formats have different ways to represent different 
types of geometries 



georeferenced data: ESRI shapefile data format
 the shapefile format describes geometries as either points, lines, or 
polygons, or variations thereof 

 each geometry can have data attributes that describe it 

 advantages: 

◦ geometries and data attributes together can create infinitely many 
geographic data representations 

 disadvantages: 

◦ complex non-text data format for which a lot of code is needed to read/
process/store 

◦ file format has limitations on number of shapes and on representation of 
attributes 

◦ cannot mix different geometries in a single shapefile



georeferenced data: GeoJSON format
 like shapefiles, GeoJSON supports points, lines and polygons, as well as descriptive 
attributes 

 advantages: 

◦ extension of JSON format, so easy to read/process/write 

 disadvantages: 

◦ the order of properties is not defined 

◦ requires a single root object, and geometries have to be wrapped in a FeatureCollection 



georeferenced data: OpenStreetMap data format
 spatial representations consist of nodes, ways and relations 

 OSM data can be represented using several formats 

◦ text: XML, JSON variations / binary: PBF 

◦ conversion tools exist to convert between data formats 

 advantages: 

◦ elements can be reused  
in other geometries 

 disadvantages: 

◦ no fixed order in how nodes  
are used in ways, and ways 
in relations 

◦ user contributed data means 
geometries are not always 
correct or may be broken



georeferenced data: WKT/WKB data format
 represents geometry objects, spatial reference systems and transformations 
between reference systems 

 data can be represented using different formats 

◦ text: WKY / binary: WKB 

◦ conversion tools exist to convert between data formats 

 advantages: 

◦ WKT is easy to interpret 

◦ WKB is made for portability, precision, accuracy, speed and space 

 disadvantages: 

◦ coordinates can be affected by floating-point rounding errors after parsing WKT 

◦ only suitable to represent a single entity, not a collection of entities 

◦ attributes are not truly supported



georeferenced data: data format conversion
 data conversion is often necessary, especially when mixing sources 

 no single application or library can handle everything 

 not all conversions can be easily done in code 

 embrace existing solutions, even if it means moving data around, 
rather than reinventing the wheel and/or spending time needlessly 
on a custom solution 



georeferenced data: applications
 QGIS is very powerful 

◦ handles many data formats and tile layers, either natively or using plugins 

◦ can be an absolute pain to use 

 PostGIS/PostgreSQL 

◦ PostGIS is a spatial database extender for PostgreSQL object-relational database 

◦ adds support for geographic objects allowing location queries to be run in SQL 

 MATLAB with Mapping Toolbox 

◦ not free 

 Python with Fiona and Shapely libraries 

◦ powerful support for loading and manipulating geometries 

 R with rCharts Leaflet plugin 

◦ really simple to load a GeoJSON and show it on an interactive map



projections of the Earth
 a projection is used to transform the geographic coordinates from 
the curved surface of our planet to the flat surface of a plane 

 over the years a variety of map projections have been proposed 

Equirectangular Mercator



projections of the Earth
 a projection is used to transform the geographic coordinates from 
the curved surface of our planet to the flat surface of a plane 

 over the years a variety of map projections have been proposed 

Peirce quincuncial Albers conicCassini

Goode homolosine



projections of the Earth
 projections cause distortions 

◦ shape, area, distance, bearing, etc. 

◦ depending on the application, some projections may be more suitable than 
others 

 amount of distortion can be quantified 

◦ Tissot’s indicatrix of transformation 

Equirectangular projection of longitude/latitude circles



the world as a plane
 treating the world as flat approximates its real shape at local scales 

 this approximation becomes increasingly inaccurate: 

◦ the larger the area of interest is 

◦ the closer the area of interest is to a geographic pole 

 to compute the approximate distance between two projected points: 
R = 6371 km 

λ1 = lon1.toRadians() 

λ2 = lon2.toRadians() 

φ1 = lat1.toRadians() 

φ2 = lat2.toRadians() 

x = (λ2-λ1) * cos((φ1+φ2)/2) 

y = (φ2-φ1) 

d = sqrt(x*x + y*y) * R



the world as a sphere
 treating the world as a sphere better approximates its real shape 

 a “straight line” between two coordinates on a curved surface is called a 
geodesic 

◦ on a sphere the geodesic translates to a segment of a great circle 

◦ the minor arc of a great circle between two points is the shortest path 
between them 

 the errors introduced by assuming a spherical Earth  
instead of its real shape are less than 0.5% for 
latitude and less than 0.2% for longitude 



the world as a sphere
 various algorithms exist to compute the great-circle distance between any two 
points on the globe 

◦ spherical law of cosines 

λ1 = lon1.toRadians() 

λ2 = lon2.toRadians() 

φ1 = lat1.toRadians() 

φ2 = lat2.toRadians() 

d = acos(sin(φ1) * sin(φ2) + cos(φ1) * cos(φ2) * cos(Δλ)) * R 

◦ haversine 

Δλ = (lon2-lon1).toRadians() 

Δφ = (lat2-lat1).toRadians() 

a = sin(Δφ/2)2 + cos(φ1) * cos(φ2) * sin(Δλ/2)2 

d = 2 * atan2(sqrt(a), sqrt(1-a)) * R 

 haversine is preferred when floating-point precision is limited



the world as an ellipsoid
 the real shape of the Earth resembles an oblate ellipsoid 

 the geoid is a surface that coincides with the mean ocean surface 

 a reference ellipsoid is a surface that approximates the geoid 

◦ radius = 6,378,137m 

◦ flattening = 1/298.257223563 

◦ also referred to as reference datum 

 because the Earth is an imperfect  
ellipsoid, localized datums more 
accurately represent the local area



the world as an ellipsoid
 several geodetic systems exist 

◦ WGS84 for the world, NAD83 for North America, ETRS89 for Europe 

 different geodetic systems use different reference ellipsoids 

◦ the same coordinates may thus refer to different locations and altitudes 

◦ even “true” north isn’t the same in each system 

 conversions exist between geodetic systems 

◦ sometimes a standard like WGS84 can act as an intermediary if a direct conversion 
doesn’t exist 

import pyproj 

p1 = pyproj.Proj(init='epsg:4326') # WGS84 

p2 = pyproj.Proj(init='epsg:3857') # WGS84 Web Mercator 

x1 = -120.108 

y1 = 34.36116666 

x2, y2 = pyproj.transform(p1, p2, x1, y1)



the world as an ellipsoid
 treating the world as an ellipsoid provides the most accurate 
representation, but requires more complex computations 

 types 

◦ direct 

◦ given starting point and heading, find ending point after traveling a certain 
distance 

◦ inverse 

◦ given starting and ending point, find shortest distance



the world as an ellipsoid
 algorithms 

◦ Vincenty 

◦ fixed point iterative approach 

◦ accurate to about 0.5mm on WGS84 

◦ slow (or even fails) to converge for nearly antipodal points 

◦ Karney 

◦ Newton’s method 

◦ accurate to about 15nm on WGS84 

◦ open source implementation in most major languages are available



pitfalls
 dateline crossing 

◦ easy to forget that (179.99, 0.0) and (-179.99, 0.0) are really close to each other 

◦ hard to support polygons that cross the dateline, e.g. Fiji 

 compass reference 

◦ orientations can point to true north or magnetic north,  
where the latter changes over time and location 

 coastline paradox 



obtaining georeferenced data
 short messages 

◦ Twitter offers streaming APIs to get recent data via “spritzer”, “gardenhose” and 
“firehose”, while only external parties offer APIs to get historic data 

 photos/videos 

◦ Flickr and Instagram offer APIs to get recent and historic media items 

 weather 

◦ Dark Sky offers APIs to get recent and 
historic reports/forecasts 

 census, housing, wealth, crime, etc. 

◦ many local and national governments offer 
data for download, e.g. NYC OpenData 



QUESTIONS?


